
Simple Guides: Religion
a series of concise, accessible introductions to the world’s great faiths. Written by experts in the field, these guides 
offer an engaging and sympathetic description of the key concepts, beliefs and practices of different religions.

Ideal for spiritual seekers and travelers alike, Simple Guides open the doors of perception. Together the 
books provide a reliable compass to the world’s great spiritual traditions, and a point of reference for further 
exploration and discovery.

By offering essential insights into core values, customs and beliefs, they enable visitors to be aware of religious 
sensibilities and to behave in a way that fosters mutual respect and understanding.
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Understand Religion, Philosophy and the Sciences with ease 
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To be invited into someone’s personal religious world is a  
special honour – but it raises many questions.

How should I respond appropriately?

What are the do’s, don’ts and taboos?

What should I wear? What should I not wear? 

Should I stand back or join in? Bring a gift? If so, what?

This straightforward and accessible guide will answer these questions, putting you at 
ease to enjoy the occasion with confidence and get the most out of the experience.

This guide also provides an introduction to the major faiths – 
Western Christianity (Catholic and Protestant), Orthodox Christianity, Judaism, Islam, 
Hinduism, Sikhism, and Buddhism – and describes and explains the ceremonies in 
each that you may be invited to attend. It offers sensible advice on what to expect and 
how to behave, so that you do not inadvertently give offence or cause embarrassment 
to yourself or your hosts. Each chapter covers the religion’s historical background,  
core principles and beliefs, major festivals, regular forms of worship, and special family 
celebrations, and explains many unfamiliar terms and phrases.

AKASHA LONSDALE is an Interfaith Minister. Her seminary training in London included instruction in the major religions and sacred traditions of the 
world, and her vocation brings her into frequent contact with people of every faith and none.

Akasha is an executive coach, trainer, seminar speaker, and EAP counsellor, specializing in Emotional Intelligence and Stress Management.  
She has written for a variety of publications, and her book How to Do Life – Powerful Pointers for Powerful Living has been one of the most popular 
self-help titles in the United Kingdom.
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Do I Kneel or Do I Bow?
What You Need to Know When Attending Religious Occasions

ISBN: 978-1-8573-3524-8
190 x 120mm  

(7.5 x 4.5 inches)
336 pages

Paperback • US$19.95

The Torah 
A classic early 20th century translation by the Jewish Publication Society 
is graced by reproductions of ancient frescoes, medieval illuminated 
manuscripts, and paintings by contemporary artists. 

Bound in blue cloth with illuminated front cover, bears all the hallmarks of a 
classic work. This edition brings together one of the most beautiful renderings of 
the Hebrew Bible in the English language with a wealth of Jewish art and imagery.

Seventy-four ancient colour illustrations using archive material from many major 
collections & museums enhance the epic journey through time of a unique people. 
The text selected is the classic 1917 Jewish Publication Society translation which 
brings alive the history of the Jewish people in a classical way. In addition to the 
contents a synoptic contents has been added to the beginning of each book of 
the Torah to help the reader locate the better known events and their themes.

This edition would grace any home or make an ideal present for any rite of 
passage. An introduction by Rabbi Mariner sets the tone of this magnificent yet 
perfect sized edition of the best selling book in the world.

ISBN: 978-1-8573-3380-0
195 x 120mm (7.5 x 5 inches)
400 pages • Hardcover • US$34.95

RABBI RODNEY MARINER Retired after 29 years of service, Rodney Mariner is the longest serving spiritual leader in London’s Belsize Square synagogue’s 
history. A native of Melbourne, Australia he is now Belsize Square’s emeritus minister.



Written by experts in the field, these accessible guides offer introductions 
to philosophies of the world. They provide a fascinating account of the rich 
variety of arguments, ideas and systems of thought articulated by different 
cultures in the attempt to explore and define the nature of reality, and the 
meaning, purpose and proper conduct of life.

These succinct books will appeal to analytical thinkers and spiritual seekers 
alike. They provide a basic introduction to the evolution of human thought, and  
a point of reference for further exploration and discovery.

Simple Guides: Science
Written in plain, non-technical language, these guides focus in on the 
great discoveries and inventions that have changed the world. They provide 
accessible introductions to complex scientific theories, key breakthroughs, 
and important developments in the fields of science and technology.

The advance of science and technology is an astonishing collective achievement, 
in which thinkers, researchers, and inventors have always built on the progress  
of previous generations. In an age of information overload, these 
informal, friendly books are written specifically for the general reader. 
They require no prior specialist knowledge and will appeal to anyone with  
a thirst to know more about the world we live in.
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Simple Guides: Philosophy
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     Simple Guides Complete Series Listing

All Simple Guide titles size 6.69 x 4.33 inches / 170 x 110 mm 

Written for the inquisitive traveller, Culture Smart! offers an insight into the rich human dimension of travel. 
Navigate your way abroad with over 100 destination guides.

Written by long-term expats, journalists, professors and diplomats, Culture Smart! guides have been helping 
travellers be more than just tourists for over 20 years.

www.culturesmart.co.uk

 ISBN Title Author Pages   Price Quantity

RELIGION

978-1-857-33439-5 ZEN BUDDHISM  Diana & Richard St Ruth 144 US$10.95 
978-1-857-33440-1 JUDAISM  David Starr-Glass 144 US$10.95 
978-1-857-33441-8 THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH Edmund Hartley 168 US$10.95 
978-1-857-33487-6 THE ORTHODOX CHURCH Katherine Clark 168 US$10.95 
978-1-857-33433-3 SHINTO  Ian Reader 144 US$10.95 
978-1-857-33434-0 THERAVADA BUDDHISM  Diana & Richard St Ruth 144 US$10.95 
978-1-857-33435-7 ISLAM Danielle Robinson 144 US$10.95  
978-1-857-33438-8 THE PROTESTANT TRADITION  David Rhymer 144 US$10.95  
978-1-857-33436-4 SIKHISM  Sewa Singh Kalsi  144 US$10.95 

978-1-857-33524-8 DO I KNEEL OR DO I BOW? Akasha Lonsdale 336 US$19.95  
978-1-857-33380-0 THE TORAH Intro by Rabbi Rodney Mariner 400 US$34.95 

PHILOSOPHY

978-1-857-33489-0 CHINESE PHILOSOPHY  Peter Nancarrow 168 US$10.95  

978-1-857-33488-3 GREEK PHILOSOPHY Sophia Macdonald 168 US$10.95 

SCIENCE

978-1-857-33495-1 THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION John Scotney 168 US$10.95 

978-1-857-33496-8 THE QUEST FOR SPEED  Peter Gosling 168 US$10.95 

The Essential Guides to Customs and Cultures
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